
From: Cadenasso, Eugene 
Sent: 7/7/2014 11:55:09 AM 
To: Hughes, John (Reg Rel) (/0=PG&E/OU=Corporate/cn=Recipients/cn=J8HS); Gatti, 

Belinda (belinda.gatti@cpuc.ca.gov) 
Cc: 
Bee: 
Subject: RE: Your Request 

John, 

If I understand correctly, for 1/1/15 rates, you're proposing to use the 2014 Gas Accord V rev 
req +2%? Technically, you may be right; although I believe that the Commission issued a 
decision in the 2015 GT&S proceeding recognizing the possibility that the 2015 GT&S 
decision might be delayed, but the reve req can go into effect 1/1/5. Nonetheless, for our 
request, use PG&E's proposed 2015 GT&S rev req (A.13-12-012) for the 1/1/15 rates. Thank 
you. 

Eugene 

From: Hughes, John (Reg Rei) [mailto:J8HS@pge.com] 
Sent: Monday, July 07, 2014 11:46 AM 
To: Gatti, Belinda 
Cc: Cadenasso, Eugene 
Subject: RE: Your request 

Belinda 

We are working on the additions and should have something to you soon. However I want to 
point out one correction on the 1/1/15 increases. First, the GT+S schedule calls for a decision 
by the end of the first quarter, 2015. Being this as the most optimistic date, chances are that a 
decision will likely come out in the second quarter. However, the existing GT+S settlement has 
a clause that will have a 2% increase effective 1/1/15 in the event that there is no final decision 
in effect. I propose that we use the 2% increase since that seems to be the most realistic 
outcome. We could update the information later as events take place. 
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From: Gatti, Belinda frnailto:belinda.qatti@cpuc.ca.qov1 
Sent: Thursday, July 03, 2014 10:14 AM 
To: Hughes, John (Reg Rel) 
Cc: Cadenasso, Eugene 
Subject: RE: Your request 

Sorry John, one more followup. 

Could you also provide PG&E's proposed revenue requirement for 2015 that would include the 2014 
proposed PD GRC increases and PG&E's requested increase from the GT&S proposal? 

Thanks! -Belinda 

From: Hughes, John (Reg Rel) [J8HS@pge.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 02, 2014 2:14 PM 
To: Gatti, Belinda 
Cc: Cadenasso, Eugene 
Subject: Your request 

Hi Belinda 

Here is the info that you requested. Let me know if you have any follow up questions. 

PG&E is committed to protecting our customers' privacy. 
To learn more, please visit http://www.pge.com/about/compaiiv/privacy/customer/ 
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